An exciting Hamilton Local Schools and community partnership opportunity to build the best college and career pathways for HLS students.

- **College Credits**: Hamilton students need on-campus opportunities to earn high school and college credits simultaneously (CC+). HLS has identified logistics and teaching pathways for students as exceptional local opportunities to benefit the students, schools, and community.

- **CAREER TECH**: Through our Hamilton Alternative Academy and Career Based Intervention program, students will choose ODE Career Tech career pathways and complete an authentic workforce curriculum and training.

- **INTERNSHIPS CREDENTIALS**: Through a mutually beneficial partnership with Obetz Jobs, Hamilton students will be provided paid internships with local companies and be trained to earn ODE-approved industry credentials for immediate job placement after high school.

- **STEM**: Hamilton students deserve opportunities to develop innovative solutions to everyday problems and issues that perplex the scientific, technology, engineering, and mathematics communities. Providing space and equipment is crucial to their success.

Prospectus September 2015
Although Hamilton Local has the fourth highest poverty rate among Franklin County schools, our achievement annually ranks us among the ten highest performing schools of forty-nine districts in Ohio’s Central Region.

- 2 College Credit Plus classrooms
- 4 College classrooms (6 evening)
- 1 College Partner Office
- 6 Career Tech classrooms
- 1 Career Tech office
- 1 Innovation Lab area

Hamilton Local Schools will provide at least six classroom spaces for a college and/or corporate partner in exchange for services and/or a contribution toward upgrading the facility. Daytime and evening classroom and office space will be given to the operating partner.

We aim to provide a full career tech, workforce curriculum in pathways that are specific to each student’s interests and skills. Four HQTs in the core content areas will support required areas of study, prepare students for end of course exams, and guide credit recovery.

Obetz Jobs already is working to provide internships and experiences with credential training for our students. Many of our students will need to earn twelve credential points in a specific field to meet graduation requirements.

Hamilton Locals Schools seeks a partner that can provide equipment, financial support, and services in STEM fields. Examples of equipment include 3-D printers and tools and materials that allow students to develop a robotics program.